Tabela de Preços – Agosto 2022

PVP recomendado IVA a 23% incluído.

C-range

Comprimento

C-line Analogue RCA

Analógico

What Hi-Fi? award winner 2015/16/17. Oxygen-free copper multi-stranded conductors (signal,
return and ARAY).High flexibility, low density conductor insulation. Over-wrapped foil
shielding. Over-moulded Chord RCA plugs with direct gold-plated contact areas for enhanced
signal transfer. Turntable compatible.

C-Jack
3.5mm minijack to 2RCA ou
3.5mm to 3.5mm

C-sub RCA
Cabo miniatura de alta performance para subwoofers
Discreet, multi-strand, tinned copper signal conductor, with low resistance to enable longer
lengths. Overlapped screen for increased flexibility, reducing signal loss caused by highfrequency interference. Unique gold plating on RCA plug improves signal transfer. Overmoulded plug surround provides a high reliability connection.

C-digital RCA ARAY conductor geometry, oxygen free copper conductors. High density overwrapped foil shielding. Unique direct gold-plated RCA plug improves signal transfer. Overmoulded plug surround provides high reliability and zero conductor compression.

Digital

C-lite Optical
Toslink para Toslink ou Toslink para Minijack todos tamanhos
15cm & 30cm Minijack para Minijack disponiveis From pocket-size portable up to longer
lengths for use in home systems. Wide bandwidth PMA optical cable with polished ends to
improve bandwidth. Central conductor protected by soft PVC internal jacket, with a hard PVC
outer jacket limiting crush damage, yet flexible enough to allow a tight bend radius without
affecting the light-carrier.
Available: Toslink-Toslink, mini-jack to mini-jack, Toslink-mini-jack

C-usb Heavy gauge, oxygen-free, silver-plated conductors. Low loss, gas-foamed polyethylene
insulation. Twisted pair data conductor configuration. Dual layer, high frequency effective
shielding. Gold-plated plug and signal pins.

C-stream For audio streaming systems requiring cables with RJ45 connectors. Oxygen-free

HDMI

copper conductors with low density polyethylene insulation, each conductor pair is separately
shielded and an overall high density foil shield is applied prior to a vibration-damping outer
jacket

C-view HDMI 48GB Ultra-slim HDMI cable with Ethernet. High speed 1080p, 3D-compliant
HDMI cable, supports 4K TV and deep colour. Ethernet/audio return, supports all HDMI audio
formats. Die-cast gold-plated plug, silver-plated oxygen-free copper signal conductors.
Reduced length HDMI plug for easy connection to wall-mounted screens

pvp recomendado

0.5m

61,00 €

1m

76,00 €

2m

107,00 €

3m
0,75m
1,5m
3m

137,00 €
66,00 €
88,00 €
134,00 €

3m

61,00 €

6m

107,00 €

8m

137,00 €

10m

167,00 €
55,00 €

0.5m
1m
1m
2m
3m
5m
8m
10m

67,00 €
73,00 €
79,00 €
85,00 €
98,00 €
116,00 €

0.75m
1.5m
3m
5m
0.75m
1.5m
3m
5m
10m
15m
20m
0.75m
1m
1.5m
2m
3m

128,00 €
69,00 €
91,00 €
137,00 €
198,00 €
73,00 €
82,00 €
101,00 €
125,00 €
185,00 €
246,00 €
307,00 €
39,00 €
43,00 €
51,00 €
58,00 €
73,00 €

por m mono

11,00 €

1 par 2m

185,00 €
204,00 €
223,00 €

Cabo coluna

C-screenX A discreet and easy to fit cable, but with the performance benefits of shielding. Cscreen is just 7mm in diameter and flexible enough to route around corners with ease. It’s
finished with a white outer jacket which protects the shielding and makes it virtually invisible
against white skirting boards. Available with factory-fitted ChordOhmic silver-plated speaker
connectors.

Terminado stereo banana-banana
Terminado stereo banana-forquilha
Terminado stereo forquilha-forquilha
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Clearway

Comprimento

RCA par
What Hi-Fi? award winner 2017. Hand-built in the UK. ARAY geometry, conductors of heavier
gauge oxygenfree copper, FEP insulation. Dual-layer, counter-wound, heavy gauge foil
shielding. Fitted with Chord Company direct silver-plated VEE 3 RCA plugs. Turntable
compatible. Also available fitted with a stereo minijack connector.

RCA para connecção a braço de gira-discos

Analógico

110,00 €

1m

122,00 €

1,2m

182,00 €

m adicional

RCA / DIN ou DIN / DIN

1m

61,00 €
152,00 €
61,00 €
158,00 €

Ideal for Naim Audio or older Quad equipment, Clearway analogue cables are built in-house
with skill and experience. Like the Clearway RCA pairs, the Clearway DIN cables use the same
ARAY conductor configuration.

1m

158,00 €

m adicional

61,00 €

1m

76,00 €

m adicional

31,00 €

0,5m
1m

182,00 €
213,00 €

m adicional

61,00 €

0.75m
1.5m
2m
3m
5m
8m
10m
0,75m
1,5m
3m
5m
10m
15m
20m
0,75m

5m
0.5m
1m
1m
1m

78,00 €
101,00 €
116,00 €
146,00 €
170,00 €
195,00 €
219,00 €
146,00 €
158,00 €
201,00 €
249,00 €
370,00 €
492,00 €
613,00 €
137,00 €
182,00 €
273,00 €
395,00 €
110,00 €
134,00 €
134,00 €
134,00 €

m adicional

49,00 €

1m

152,00 €

1m

213,00 €

m adicional

Subwoofer RCA
The same award-winning Clearway specification and ARAY geometry. Ideal subwoofer cable for
mid-range surround/multi-channel systems. Fitted with Chord VEE 3 silver-plated RCA plugs.
Custom terminations and lengths available.

XLR par
Clearway analogue XLR pair is fitted with Neutrik silver-plated plugs and features our unique
ARAY conductor configuration. The design benefits from identical conductors for the hot, cold
and earth connections.

Clearway HDMI (NOVO)
(thicker cable and improved shielding for a better quality sound)
Supports 8k
High Speed (48Gbps)

Clearway HDMI 2.0 4k (18Gbps)

Clearway Stream
Latest slim connector for maximum compatibility
High-speed oxygen-free copper conductors
Individually shielded, twisted conductor pairs plus overall shield
Low-loss low density polyethylene insulation
24ct. gold-plated signal contacts
Zinc connector jacket
Non-compression strain relief system

USB
Better plug shielding via zinc alloy sleeved connectors. Gold connector pins. High-bandwidth
silver-plated oxygen-free conductors. Double layer foil shielding. High-density braid. Noncompression strain relief system.

RCA

power Digital

0.5m

1m

Clearway 3.5mm minijack to 2RCA 1m

RCA / Minijack
BNC
Tuned ARAY conductor configuration. Available with silver-plated VEE 3 RCA plugs, silverplated BNC connectors and/or mono mini-jacks. A favourite for miniature/portable DACs, DAPs
etc.
3 x high purity multi-strand copper conductors.
PVC internal and external insulation with high mechanical damping factor.
Unique dual-foil screen.
High density vibration damping outer jacket.
Fitted with industry approved high-spec
Euro (Schuko) mains plug and 10/16 amp IEC Fig. 8 connector
or Fig8 connectors.

1,5m
3m

73,00 €

Metro adicional

Cabo coluna

pvp recomendado

What Hi-Fi? award winner 2015/16/17. 14 AWG multi-strand oxygen-free copper conductors.
FEP insulation.Conductors arranged in twisted-pair configuration. Soft PVC internal jacket and
twin contra-wound foil shields to protect from high-frequency noise. Available with factoryfitted ChordOhmic silver-plated speaker connectors.

Coluna ClearwayX
Terminado stereo banana-banana
Terminado stereo banana-forquilha
Terminado stereo forquilha-forquilha
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por m mono
1 par 2m

22,00 €
229,00 €
248,00 €
267,00 €
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Shawline

Comprimento

RCA par
Unique Tuned ARAY technology. FEP-insulated silver-plated conductors. Multiple shielding
material works over a wide bandwidth and reduces mechanical noise. Chord VEE3 RCA plugs,
direct silver-plated to improve signal transfer. A great all-rounder, consistently well reviewed
by the hi-fi press. 2 RCA to stereo minijack version also available.
3.5mm to 2RCA / 3.5mm to 3.5mm

0.5m
1m

243,00 €
304,00 €

m adicional

122,00 €

1m
1m
1m
1m

304,00 €
122,00 €
304,00 €
304,00 €
304,00 €

m adicional

122,00 €

1m

425,00 €

m adicional

122,00 €

1m
1m

304,00 €
122,00 €
152,00 €

m adicional

61,00 €

0.75m
1.5m
3m
5m
1m
2m
3m
5m
8m
10m
15m
20m
0.5m
1m
1m
1m
1m

292,00 €
328,00 €
401,00 €
498,00 €
304,00 €
316,00 €
328,00 €
352,00 €
383,00 €
413,00 €
474,00 €
534,00 €
219,00 €
267,00 €
267,00 €
304,00 €
267,00 €

m adicional

98,00 €

por m

1m

44,00 €
317,00 €
336,00 €
355,00 €
305,00 €

m adicional

152,00 €

Analógico

m adicional
RCA / DIN
DIN / DIN
DIN to XLR

(NAP250)

Well suited to Quad and Naim systems. Same high-performance specification as the RCA
version. Optimised to work with all permutations of DIN/RCA/XLR connectors, including Naim
NAP250/300/500.

XLR par
All Tuned ARAY cables require a high degree of precision, only achieved with painstaking hand
assembly. The upside of this process is that it allows us to add the extra conductors needed to
build an exceptional XLR cable.

DIN

(Snake 4 or 5)

m adicional
Subwoofer RCA
Silver-plated conductors, FEP insulation and high-frequency effective, multi-layer shield. Fitted
with Chord VEE 3 direct silver-plated RCA plugs. Features Tuned ARAY conductor geometry.
Available with RCA or XLR plugs to suit.

Shawline Streaming NOVO
High-speed, silver-plated copper conductors. Individually shielded twisted conductor pairs with
overall shield. FEP insulation. 24ct. gold-plated signal contacts. Over-moulded shielded zinc
plug surround. Custom lengths built to order.

Digital

Shawline HDMI (NOVO) Shawline HDMI AOC uses a high-quality chipset at both ends of
the cable and the highest OM3 grade (over 10 Gigabit bandwidth) glass fibres rather than the
typical OM2 (up to 1 Gigabit bandwidth). Alongside the full 8K HDR picture quality, this
premium high-speed cable benefits from improved audio performance and is heavily shielded
against HF noise.

RCA

Alimentação

Cabo coluna

RCA para BNC
USB
BNC
Hearing what the bass and drums are doing is great, but it’s pointless if they’re not doing it
together. The Shawline Digital brings coherence to the detail. A redesign of Shawline Analogue,
but with the same Tuned ARAY conductor configuration. Fitted with silver-plated Chord VEE3
RCA or BNC plugs.
Silver-plated, 16 AWG oxygen-free copper. Similar spec’ to the famous Chord Rumour, but
enhanced with highdensity, dual-layer shielding, LS0H internal jacket and PVC outer jacket to
reduce mechanical noise. Available with factory-fitted ChordOhmic silver-plated speaker
connectors.

Shawline X Speaker Cable
Terminado stereo banana-banana
Terminado stereo banana-forquilha
Terminado stereo forquilha-forquilha
Shawline Power Chord
A high-specification mains cable design that evolved from the previous Power Chord, now
featuring an improved, thicker stranded conductor. The shielding also benefits from a
redesigned, higher gauge braid wire. Also available in custom lengths, 10 or16 amp IEC and can
be supplied with European (Schuko) mains plugs.
fig.8 connectors
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pvp recomendado

1 par 2m

+

61,00 €
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Epic

Comprimento

RCA par

0.5m
1m

486,00 €
607,00 €

m adicional

243,00 €

1m
1m
1m

607,00 €
607,00 €
607,00 €

m adicional

243,00 €

1m
3m

789,00 €
364,00 €
546,00 €

m adicional

122,00 €

1m

850,00 €

m adicional

243,00 €

Tuned ARAY conductor geometry. Similar to Shawline but with heavier gauge silver-plated,
multi-strand, oxygen-free copper conductors and FEP insulation. Detailed performance, but
conveys the extra information with coherence. Genuinely musical and involving sound.

Analógico

RCA / DIN ou DIN / DIN
DIN
(Snake 4 or 5)
DIN to XLR
(NAP250)
Well suited to Quad and Naim systems. Same high-performance specification as the RCA
version. Optimised to work with all permutations of DIN/RCA/XLR connectors, including Naim
NAP250/300/500.

4DIN to 1XLR 1m pair (NAP300/500)

m adicional
Subwoofer RCA
High-quality subwoofer cable. Available in 3m and custom lengths/terminations to order.
Designed to complement the Epic range and enhance any high-spec
music/TV/movie/game/multi-channel system.

XLR par
Hand-built with the same internal conductors as Epic RCA. Design adapted to include an extra
conductor to produce the optimum (neutral, transparent) performance for XLR-fitted
equipment.

1m
2m
3m
5m
8m
10m
15m
20m

Digital

Epic HDMI (NOVO)
2.0 AOC (Active Optical Cable)
Supports 8k
ULTRA High Speed (48Gbps)

RCA
USB
BNC

607,00 €
631,00 €
655,00 €
704,00 €
777,00 €
825,00 €
947,00 €
1.068,00 €
534,00 €
534,00 €
534,00 €

1m
1m
1m

Silver-plated, Tuned ARAY conductors and dual foil screen. Listen for better stated rhythm and
the critical micro details that mean so much to music. Also available fitted with BNC
connectors.

Streaming
Developed for and tested with digital audio streamers. High-quality silver-plated conductors,
high-speed insulation materials, high-density separate pair /overall shielding. Tuned ARAY
conductor geometry. Precision RJ45 connectors, modified to allow direct soldering of
conductors to contact pins.

pvp recomendado

m adicional

195,00 €

1m

607,00 €

m adicional

98,00 €

por m
1 par 2m

88,00 €
493,00 €
512,00 €
531,00 €

Cabo coluna

Based on the multi-award-winning Chord Odyssey speaker cable. 12 AWG oxygen-free copper
negative and positive conductors, silver-plated and insulated with PTFE. High-frequency
combination shield of overlapped high-density foil and tight-weave metal braid. Outer PVC
jacket provides mechanical damping. Available with factory-fitted ChordOhmic silver-plated
speaker connectors.

NOVO
EpicX Speaker Cable
Terminado stereo banana-banana
Terminado stereo banana-forquilha
Terminado stereo forquilha-forquilha
Epic XL NOVO Speaker Cable Similar spec to Epic, but further enhanced with separately
shielded positive and negative conductors. Optimum twist applied before secure clamping.
Built to order in terminated sets. Available with factory-fitted ChordOhmic silverplated speaker
connectors.

power

High purity multi-strand copper conductors with unique ARAY technology. PVC internal and
external insulation with high mechanical damping factor. Dual layer high frequency effective
braid and foil combination shield. High density vibration damping outer jacket.
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243,00 €
728,00 €
1.456,00 €
2.426,00 €

1.5m
3m
5m

Terminado em fábrica

fig.8 connectors

por m mono
terminado

1m

609,00 €

m adicional
+

304,00 €
61,00 €
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Signature

Comprimento

RCA par

1m

Hi-Fi World award winner 2014. Separately shielded silver-plated conductors. Tuned ARAY
conductor geometry. PTFE insulation. Dual-layer foil and high-density braid. Shielding effective
to very high frequencies. FEP conductor outer jackets. High-performance Chord PTFE plug
surrounds. Tonearm version from 1.2m, fitted with straight or right-angle connectors.

Analógico

RCA to DIN
DIN to DIN
DIN to XLR
Tone Arm to RCA

(NAP250)

m adicional
Reference Tone Arm to RCA
Reference m adicional
DIN
(Snake 4 or 5)
DIN to XLR par
(NAP300/500)
m adicional
Subwoofer RCA

XLR par

607,00 €

1m
1m
1m
1.2m

1.213,00 €
1.213,00 €
1.213,00 €
1.213,00 €

m adicional

607,00 €
2.426,00 €
1.213,00 €
1.213,00 €
1.213,00 €
607,00 €
1.213,00 €

1.2m

m adicional
1m
1m

m adicional
3m

m adicional
1m

Two signal wires carry the hot (in phase) and cold (out of phase) signals, with a third identical
conductor to carry the earth/return signal. This takes the shield out of the circuit, reducing
unwanted interference.

Digital Super ARAY

1.213,00 €

Brings major improvements to Naim DIN-connected systems. Also available in various DIN to
XLR configurations to suit Naim NAP250/300/500 combinations.

Dedicated Signature subwoofer cable, designed for mid-to high-end surround/multi-channel
systems. Available to order in custom lengths and a variety of terminations.

m adicional

304,00 €
1.820,00 €
910,00 €

Super ARAY RCA

1m

1.213,00 €

Super ARAY BNC

1m

1.213,00 €

Super ARAY XLR AES/EBU

1m

1.213,00 €

Super ARAY conductor geometry. Fitted with PTFE RCA plug surrounds and/or high-quality
silver-plated 75-ohm BNC plugs. AES/EBU version also available.

Super ARAY Streaming

m adicional
1m

Precision RJ45 connectors (gold-plated contacts and soldered conductors) are used, along with
the unique hard skin insulation. Heavy-gauge silver-plated conductors and an effective
shielding system. Super ARAY conductor geometry– developed specifically for streaming
cables.

Tuned ARAY USB

m adicional
1m

Four separately shielded, silver-plated bi-conductors, insulated with PE/LDPE/PE TRI. Fitted
with dual layer highfrequency effective shielding and Super ARAY conductor geometry. The 5V
cables are silver-plated copper with tri-layer PE/LDPE/PE insulation and foil shield. All
connections are soldered. USB plugs are silver-plated to our specification in the UK.

m adicional
por m mono
terminado
1m

Signature XL Speaker Cable

Cabo coluna

m adicional

pvp recomendado

Terminado em fábrica

607,00 €
1.213,00 €
243,00 €
1.213,00 €
486,00 €

364,00 €
850,00 €

The latest version of what was our first shielded speaker cable. An instant success when
launched and still a hi-fi press champion. Individually shielded, silver-plated high-purity oxygenfree copper conductors, XLPE insulation, twisted and clamped. Built to order in terminated
sets. Standard colours are red and black or all-black. Available with factoryfitted ChordOhmic
silver-plated speaker connectors.

Signature Links x 4

1 set

304,00 €

Alimentação

Designed to replace the pressed-metal versions used to bridge inputs on bi-wireable speakers.
Easy to fit and can bring startling improvements to sound quality. Design is based closely on
Chord Signature speaker cable but will work with any speaker cable. Available with factoryfitted ChordOhmic silver-plated speaker connectors.

SignatureX ARAY Power

1m

Mains plug features heavily silver-plated contacts and silicone damping to minimise vibration
between the top and bottom section of the assembly. More silver-plating on the IEC. Highdensity braid. ARAY conductor configuration.95% coverage, dual-layer shield. Also available in
custom lengths, 10 or16 amp IEC and can be supplied with European (Schuko) plugs.
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m adicional

1.213,00 €

607,00 €
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Sarum T Super ARAY

Analógico

RCA par
DIN to DIN
DIN to 1XLR par

(NAP300/500)

DIN to XLR
m adicional
RCA to DIN
DIN to DIN

(NAP 250)

(Snake 4 or 5)

XLR to XLR
Tonearm SLIM

Digital

Tonearm Reference
Digital RCA
Digital XLR AES/EBU
Streaming

Alimentação

Cabo coluna

USB
Sarum T Speaker Cable

The insulation material next to the signal-carrying
wires has a significant impact on the final
accuracy and performance of the cable.
Following the introduction of our phase-stable
insulation (Taylon®) via our flagship, nocompromise ChordMusic range, it became clear
that we could also offer a simpler range of cables
but still use the Taylon® dielectric.
The Sarum T cable range was the result. This
replaced the previous Sarum range. The musical
improvements were so marked that we felt it
was important to offer this Taylon® upgrade to
our existing Sarum owners. To this end we are
operating an upgrade scheme in conjunction
with our retailers.
In terms of musical performance, the Sarum T is
much closer to ChordMusic than the previous
Sarum range. It highlights how sensitive human
hearing is to phase. The Sarum T is highly
shielded but not to the same “no compromise”
extent used with ChordMusic. This allows us to
pass on significant savings to the music lover.
At this level of performance we recommend
arranging a demonstration (at your nearest
Chord Company Sarum T retailer) to hear the
difference that this range of cables can make to
your enjoyment. If you are fortunate enough to
already own one of our Sarum cables, please take
it with you to enable a direct comparison, before
arranging an upgrade.

Comprimento
1m
1m
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional
1.2m

m adicional
1.2m

m adicional
1m
1m
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional
por m mono
terminado
1m

pvp recomendado

3.312,00 €
3.312,00 €
3.312,00 €
1.577,00 €
3.312,00 €
1.577,00 €
3.312,00 €
1.577,00 €
3.312,00 €
1.577,00 €
4.731,00 €
2.366,00 €
3.154,00 €
1.577,00 €
4.731,00 €
2.366,00 €
3.154,00 €
3.154,00 €
3.312,00 €
1.577,00 €
3.154,00 €
1.262,00 €
1.104,00 €
2.208,00 €

Terminado em fábrica
Sarum T Links Spade to Banana x 4
Power
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1 set
1m

789,00 €
3.154,00 €

m adicional

1.577,00 €
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ChordMusic

Comprimento
The most advanced Chord Company analogue
interconnect in the company’s history; the
flagship analogue product for uncompromising
signal transfer. Proprietary Taylon® phase-stable
insulation, a specifically customised version of
our unique Super ARAY conductor, plus the finest
materials and craftmanship available. Each cable
is built by hand to order.

RCA par
Tonearm SLIM
Tonearm Reference

1m

6.308,00 €

1.2m

1m

6.308,00 €
3.154,00 €
9.462,00 €
4.731,00 €
6.308,00 €
6.308,00 €
3.154,00 €
6.308,00 €
3.154,00 €
6.308,00 €
3.154,00 €
6.308,00 €

m adicional

3.154,00 €

1m

9.462,00 €

m adicional

4.731,00 €

1m
1m
1m

m adicional

6.308,00 €
6.308,00 €
6.308,00 €
3.154,00 €

1m

6.308,00 €

m adicional

2.523,00 €

m adicional
1.2m

m adicional

Analógico

DIN to DIN
DIN to 1XLR par

(NAP300/500)

DIN to XLR
m adicional
RCA to DIN
DIN to DIN

(NAP 250)

(Snake 4 or 5)

Digital

XLR to XLR

Digital RCA
Digital XLR AES/EBU
Streaming
USB

ChordMusic Speaker Cable

Cabo coluna

Terminado em fábrica

ChordMusic Links Spade to Banana x
4

XLR With much high-end audio equipment also
offering balanced connectivity options,
ChordMusic XLR is an obvious choice. Hand-built
to order, allowing the XLR wiring configuration to
be carefully implemented, the balanced cable is
the finest example of its kind in the portfolio.
Taylon® phase-stable insulation perfectly
complements the unique Super ARAY conductor
technology.
The finest coaxial digital cable in the portfolio,
ChordMusic Digital delivers the finery of binary in
its full undiluted glory. A digital cable that neither
adds or extracts to the signal, it’s a digital cable
that carries music with a degree of accuracy that
makes it as thrilling and profound as the
analogue cables. Electrical digital never sounded
so good.
High-end loudspeakers are a significant audio
investment and feeding them with the best
quality signal from the amplifier is critical for
performance. The introduction of the phasestable Taylon® insulation produces the most
natural and uncoloured speaker cable possible.
ChordMusic features Tuned ARAY conductor
geometry, with obvious clarity and transparency
benefits.
With most high-end speakers worthy of
ChordMusic speaker cable having multiple drivers
and bi- or even tri-wiring options, ChordMusic biwire speaker links provide a suitably high-end
solution to the basic pins provided with the
speaker terminal blocks. Designed to
complement the speaker cables, the bi-wire links
help deliver the full performance capability of the
cable engineering.
The flagship power cable, ChordMusic Power
contains all of Chord Company’s ‘mains’ cable
know-how, gained over 35 years of UK cable
manufacturing. A hybrid design using differing
internal cables, shielding and ARAY
configurations. All the internal elements use
Taylon® and this insulation, combined with the
optimum shielding design, redefines the musical
performance.

Alimentação

Power

João Pina Unipessoal Lda.

ChordMusic Analogue 2RCA-DIN/DIN-DIN/DINXLR (for Naim NAP250/300/500)With a variety of
termination options available for the flagship
analogue cable, all manner of high-performance
systems and equipment can benefit from the
very best Chord Co. cabling. These cables are
designed to carry signals as accurately as
possible, whatever the termination. Naim Audio
SNAIC and DIN terminations are available, for a
wide range of specialist equipment.

Rua de Braga, Lt.1, Lj Esq.

pvp recomendado

1m
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional
1m

m adicional

por m mono
terminado
1m

2.208,00 €
4.416,00 €

1 set

1.577,00 €

1m

7.885,00 €

m adicional

3.154,00 €
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ChordBurndy
Chord Bridge NDX T
Chord Bridge 272 T
Chordburndy 555 (no. 2)

1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional
1,23m
m adicional

Chordburndy 555 (no. 1)

ChordBurndy

Chordburndy SXPS
Chordburndy 252
Chordburndy Snaxo / S-Line
Chordburndy 552
Chordburndy 300 pair
Chordburndy 500 pair

Instalação

789,00 €
789,00 €
3.470,00 €
1.380,00 €
4.790,00 €
1.972,00 €
5.234,00 €
2.169,00 €
6.988,00 €
2.957,00 €
7.865,00 €
3.351,00 €
8.742,00 €
3.746,00 €
6.939,00 €
2.760,00 €
8.703,00 €
3.548,00 €
pvp recomendado

Cabos coluna bobines

Leyline2X
2 core AWG16 conductors, tinned copper, Dielectric upgrade to XLPE, Improved CPR EN50575
fire-compliance. Dca-s2, d2, a1, Supplied in 152m length pull-through box, Metre-marked,
Loose jacket with ripcord, easier for installations

Bobine 152m

922,00 €

Leyline4X
Sarsen

Bobine 152m
Bobine 100m

1.844,00 €
1.218,00 €

Near-invisible speaker cable that won’t spoil the sound of a decent hi-fi system. Flexible
enough to fit between carpet and skirting board. Perfect for music lovers who think speaker
cable should be heard and not seen.

Rumour X

por m
Bobine 50m

6mm diameter, neutral and natural speaker cable. Part of our speaker cable range for 20+
years. Good enough to find its way into everything from lifestyle to seriously high-end audio
systems.

Odyssey X

por m
Bobine 50m

A heavier gauge version of Chord Rumour. Higher performance that brings control to pretty
much any pair of speakers

por m

Acessorios

Fichas

Pack 4 bananas aparafusar

12,18 €
1.218,00 €
24,36 €
1.826,00 €
36,52 €
49,00 €

4mm Ficha Banana NOVO
4mm Ficha Banana NOVO
Forquilha para aparafusar ou soldar NOVO
Forquilha para aparafusar ou soldar NOVO
Silent Mount - SM5
Silent Mount - SM7

Vermelho
Preto
Vermelho
Preto
Pack de 4
Pack de 4

10,50 €
10,50 €
28,00 €
28,00 €
789,00 €
887,00 €

Silent Mount - SM5 Titanium

Pack de 4

1.282,00 €

Connector treatment

ChordOhmic Transmission Fluid

João Pina Unipessoal Lda.
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243,00 €
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Instrument

pvp recomendado

75,00 €
88,00 €

Cream Cable 3m (90° or Jack direito)
Cream Cable 6m (90° or Jack direito)

m adicional

9,00 €

Instrumentos

A well designed, hand-built cable while most other instrument cables are cost-orientated. If
you want to hear more of what you’re playing, Cream is the cable to use. Available with
straight or right-angle jacks in 3m, 6m or custom lengths. Patch leads and high quality mic
leads also available.

Cream link pedais / efeitos 0.3m

61,00 €

147,00 €

Epic amp para coluna 1m
The finest way of connecting your guitar amp to the speaker cabinet. Do not use instrument
cable as it will sound poor and possibly damage your equpment. Available with jack, XLR and
Speakon connectors

***NEW BRAND - English Electric ***
EE 8Switch - 8-way network switch
8 Port Audio Grade Network switch supplied with 0.75m C-Stream cable
EE 16Switch

650,00 €

1.200,00 €

ChordOhmic Ground aray
ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - RCA
ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - XLR Male
ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - XLR Female

Electronica

ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - BNC

ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - USB
ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - RJ45
ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - HDMI
ChordOhmic Ground ARAY - DIN

871,00 €
871,00 €
871,00 €
871,00 €
871,00 €
871,00 €
871,00 €
871,00 €

PowerHAUS
PowerHAUS M6
L 600mm x W 110mm x H 77mm (incl feet)
PowerHAUS S6
L 460mm x W 110mm x H 77mm (incl feet)
Hand built in England by music and cinema lovers
Pure performance and reliability.
Free from non-essential and potentially noisy components
Created to meet our own demo room needs and now available for discerning users everywhere
Designed using the optimum materials and 40 years of hi-fi industry experience
Unique Chord Company ARAY technology minimises HF and earth noise
Protection from RFI via heavily-shielded ARAY wiring
Robust aluminium casing and heavy-duty 16A power input
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1.826,00 €
3.652,00 €
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